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UM SCIENTIST HELPING EXPLORE MYSTERIOUS SATURN MOON 
MISSOULA -
When the Cassini spacecraft swoops within 746 miles of Saturn’s cloud-shrouded moon 
Titan on Tuesday, Oct. 26, Dan Reisenfeld will go along for the ride from the comfort of his 
University of Montana office.
A new UM assistant professor of physics, Reisenfeld will be among the scores of 
scientists nationally and internationally scrutinizing data sent from NASA’s Cassini space 
probe, which is so remote signals take at least 68 minutes to reach Earth.
Reisenfeld says Titan is a world of mystery. With a diameter of 3,220 miles, it’s the 
second largest moon in the solar system (Jupiter’s Ganymede is bigger), and it’s even larger 
than two planets, Mercury and Pluto. It’s also the only moon with an atmosphere — which 
scientists believe is mostly nitrogen with some methane and argon thrown in — and the moon’s 
surface air pressure is about 1.5 times that of Earth’s.
Titan also is unbelievably cold — something like minus 289 degrees Fahrenheit -  and 
researchers have no idea what kind of landscape lurks beneath its icy orange veil.
“Titan has the largest unobserved surface in the solar system,” Reisenfeld said. “This 
Cassini science is exciting because it’s raw discovery. What’s under the clouds?”
NASA’s Voyager I spacecraft zoomed by Titan in 1980, but didn’t have instruments to
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penetrate the moon’s 12-mile-thick atmosphere. Cassini, however, will probe the moon with 
microwaves and infrared, allowing the spacecraft to map swaths of the planet. In fact, Cassini 
will whip by Titan 45 times during its four-year mission, sometimes approaching within 590 
miles.
Cassini also has a hitchhiker, the European Space Agency’s Huygens probe, which will 
be released in December for a descent to Titan’s surface in January 2005.
What do scientists expect to find? Titan is too cold for liquid water, but it might have 
lakes or seas of liquid ethane — don’t light a match around them — as well as icy geysers.
“Since these clouds exist, there’s going to be the equivalent of a weird hydrological 
cycle -  perhaps a methane/ethane cycle,” Reisenfeld said. “There also could be precipitation 
from the clouds.”
Scientists also believe Titan may create complex hydrocarbon molecules — the 
suspected precursors of life -  using the sun’s ultraviolet radiation and possibly electrical 
storms in the atmosphere. So it may be somewhat similar to Earth’s atmosphere before life 
formed.
“But it’s too cold for liquid water, so it’s not quite the ‘primordial soup,”’ Reisenfeld 
said. “It’s more like primordial ice cream.”
Reisenfeld became involved with the Cassini-Huygens mission while working at Los 
Alamos National Lab in New Mexico. When Cassini was launched on Oct. 15, 1997, he was
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still in graduate school, but he inherited technical knowledge of one of Cassini’s special 
instruments when he went to work at Los Alamos. (The size of a small bus, Cassini bristles 
with 12 scientific instruments, while Huygens has six.)
Reisenfeld works with an instrument called an ion mass spectrometer, which detects 
ionized particles that have been emitted from Titan’s atmosphere. Sunlight interacts with 
atmospheres to break molecules and atoms into electrons and ions, which creates ionospheres 
around moons and planets. When the probe passes Titan, Reisenfeld expects to detect the 
ionized forms of nitrogen and methane and perhaps complex hydrocarbons.
“W e’ll be pretty much coasting through Titan’s upper ionosphere,” he said. “The ion 
mass spectrometer will be able to detect and identify the different masses of what it collects.” 
Reisenfeld has gained intimate knowledge of how the instrument works and is a leading 
authority on how to interpret data from the ion mass spectrometer.
“Tve written simulations that mimic operation of the instrument, and we compare those 
simulations with calibration data from before the instrument was launched,” he said. “So the 
simulations and calibration data are used together to interpret the numerical information that 
comes back. W e’ll use this information to build a picture of the composition and abundances of 
particles near Titan within Saturn’s magnetosphere.”
A magnetosphere is ionized gas surrounding a planet that has been trapped by the 
world’s magnetic field. Earth’s magnetosphere was discovered at the dawn of the Space Race
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by NASA’s Explorer I probe, and scientists have since learned that it shelters us from harmful 
space radiation.
Cassini will study Saturn’s monstrously huge magnetosphere, and Reisenfeld is 
interested in seeing how Titan’s ionosphere and Saturn’s magnetosphere interact with one 
another -  especially since the moon passes in and out of the magnetosphere as it orbits Saturn.
Reisenfeld said his portion of the Cassini project is overseen by Dave Young at 
Southwest Research Institute in San Antonio, Texas. In fact, he will work on one of the 
institute’s password-protected Web sites as he interprets data from the space probe.
Reisenfeld teaches modern physics at UM, showing students how to tackle atomic 
theory, special relativity and quantum mechanics. But he knows he’ll be racing back to his 
office computer after class on Oct. 26 and the days thereafter.
“There is a 12-hour lag while we get the data processed,” he said. “So it won’t be until 
Oct. 27 that we start looking at it and figuring out what we see. But I have to admit I’m totally 
stoked.”
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